Indefinite causal structure is generically present in theories of quantum gravity admitting a path integral formulation. We show that summing over causal structures eliminates ultraviolet divergences of matter QFT and resolves spacetime singularities using the non-perturbative World Quantum Gravity approach. Independent information-theoretic and model-independent considerations suggest that the mechanism of ultraviolet regularization by indefinite causal structure also applies to other theories of quantum gravity.
INTRODUCTION
Indefinite causal structure [1, 2] is generically present in theories of quantum gravity that admit a path integral formulation (Figure 1 ). Consider two events x and y identified in a physically meaningful way (e.g., by specifying the values certain scalar fields take at these events [3] [4] [5] ). On a classical spacetime configuration g, the events have one of the causal relations x → y (x precedes y), x ← y (y precedes x), and x − y (x disconnected with y). On quantum spacetime, different configurations g are summed over in a path integral to obtain the physical amplitudes A = A x→y + A x←y + A x−y that receive contributions from different causal structures. The causal structure for x and y is in this sense indefinite.
In this letter, we study the effects of indefinite causal structure on ultraviolet (UV) physics, and show that it eliminates UV divergences of matter QFT and resolves spacetime singularities.
Matter QFT UV divergences originate from short invariant distance artifacts [6] . Intuitively, it is reasonable that the quantum superposition over causal structures in a quantum gravitational path integral induces a smearing of the lightcone to cured the divergences. Indeed, similar ideas have been pursued in perturbative or partial considerations of quantum gravity [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here we extend the study to non-perturbative and full considerations of quantum gravity.
Classical spacetime singularities originate from the gravitational focusing of non-spacelike curves [11, 12] . For example, in a Schwarzschild spacetime curves that had entered the event horizon cannot escape and will terminate at the singularity in finite time, unless the curves have spacelike parts. It is again intuitively reasonable that quantum superposition over causal structures could avoid singularities, because then curves will not be strictly non-spacelike.
To see how these intuitive expectations are realized explicitly in quantum gravity, we will need to work with a concrete theory. The recently introduced World Quantum Gravity [13] is suitable for studying quantum gravitational indefinite causal structures. Ultraviolet regularity will be shown in a simple manner in this non-perturbative path integral approach. We then draw results from independent information-theoretic and model-independent studies to suggest that the mechanism of UV regularization by indefinite causal structure also applies to other theories of 
WORLD QUANTUM GRAVITY
World quantum gravity (WQG) is a non-perturbative, Lorentzian, path integral approach to quantum gravity based on relational variables. The main formula (2) is arrived at by making the following choices [13] :
• Adopt the path integral formulation of quantum theory.
• Use the relational world function σ(x, y) [14] as a basic variable.
• Use the "worldline path integral" representation of matter QFT [15, 16] .
• Use Parker's formula (10) [17] to relate to the Einstein-Hilbert action.
The world function is one half the squared geodesic distance [14] . For ds 2 = g ab dx a dx b , σ(x, y) = 1 2 y x ds 2 , where the integral is along the geodesic from x to y [18]. σ contains all the information of the metric g ab , as g ab (x) = − lim y→x ∂ ∂x a ∂ ∂y b σ(x, y) [14] . The key idea of WQG is to express quantum gravity in terms of the relational world function σ(x, y) instead of the metric field g ab (x). Major motivations are: 1) σ is simple. In particular, it is an invariant scalar; 2) σ is matter-friendly. It provides a convenient way to incorporate matter QFT into the quantum gravity The main result of [13] is formula (2) for probability amplitudes of quantum processes with matter and gravity. Recall the ordinary Feynman rules for matter QFT [19] Γ i
where the sum is over Feynman diagrams Γ, the products are over vertices i and edges k of the diagrams, V is the vertex factor, N is the symmetry factor, and G are the Feynman propagators. The WQG formula (2) can be regarded as an improvement over (1) to incorporate quantum gravity non-perturbatively. As illustrated in Figure 2 , new dashed edges are introduced to locate vacuum gravitational degrees of freedom. An old matter diagram Γ has its edges broken into smaller pieces to become the new subgraph γ Γ with all the solid edges. The probability amplitude A for a matter scalar field process on quantum spacetime reads [13] A = lim
Here a physical configuration is a skeleton graph (e.g., right of Figure 2 ) with two numbers σ, ρ ∈ R (physical meaning explained below) assigned to each edge. σ is quadratic in length dimension, while s in (5) is the corresponding non-negative geodesic distance linear in length dimension. Dashed edges labelled by h are assigned pure gravity amplitudes H h , and solid edges labelled by k are assigned matter-gravity amplitudes D k . The world functions σ k on solid edges implicitly contain an infinitesimal imaginary part i (as in the Feynman prescription) to make the l k -integral in (4) converge. In (6), α is the gravitational coupling constant (inversely proportional to Newton's constant), and the average is over all N many sets of 3 edges sharing a same vertex with j. ξ is the matter-gravity coupling constant as appears in ( + m 2 + ξR)φ(x) = 0.
Γ sums over matter Feynman diagrams Γ as topological classes of matter configurations. For example, Figure 2 shows the one-loop Γ with γ Γ as its corresponding subgraph on the WQG skeleton on the right. Γ means for each different Γ such as the tree, one-loop or two-loop graph, we pick one corresponding γ Γ subgraph on the WQG skeleton to include in the sum. V [γ Γ ] is the same vertex factor as in the matter Feynman rules for Γ. N [γ Γ , σ] is a generalization of the Feynman diagram symmetry factor to count the number of skeleton graph relabelling that preserves the matter subgraph γ, the (σ, ρ)-configuration on the edges, and V [γ Γ ] on the vertices. The path integral sum over physical configurations g is specified by (8) . lim sk. indicates that a particular skeleton graph gives an approximation to the physical amplitude A, the exact value of which is approached by going to ever larger skeleton graphs.
To connect with familiar physics, we take away terms proportional to the gravitational coupling α for a moment. Pure gravity edges become H h = 1 and are now trivial. Matter-gravity amplitudes become
which coincides with the Schwinger proper time representation [20] of the Feynman propagator for a massive scalar field coupled to gravity with coupling constant ξ in the "one-segment" path integral approximation [21] . This expression would lead to the usual UV divergences of ordinary QFT. Formula (2) introduces quantum gravitational effects to matter QFT through 1) the path integral sum g over spacetime configurations, and 2) the α-dependent terms in H and D. We will see below that these two aspects together eliminate the UV divergences.
Regarding the spacetime configurations, the world function σ encodes the causal structures and spacetime distances. An additional variable ρ is needed to incorporate information on the second derivative of σ, analogous to needing momentum in addition to position in mechanics. Physically
encodes information on curvature R ab (Ricci tensor), shear σ and rotation ω. Formula (9) has its root [13] in the Raychaudhuri equation [22, 23] , where u a is the unit tangent vector along the geodesics of the skeleton edges. ρ is assumed constant on each edge, just like in evaluating the path integral for a point particle, the velocity is assumed constant on the segments of the piecewise linear trajectories. For ρ > 0, the σ-integral terminates at a(ρ) as indicated in Equation (8) to avoid geodesics running into each other to form caustics [13] . We call this the caustic constraint.
The α-dependent terms in H and D originate from an analogue of the Einstein-Hilbert action on the skeletons. While a detailed derivation can be found in [13] , the basic idea is to 1) replace αdx 4 √ −gR by αs j s l s m s n ∆ −1 R using the correspondence between √ −g and the Van Vleck-Morett determinant ∆ [24] [25] [26] , and then 2) apply Parker's path integral correspondence formula [17] 
to eliminate R(g ab ) in favour of ∆(s, ρ). The form of ∆ in (7) is derived under the assumption that ρ is constant on each edge [13] . This finishes our short presentation on WQG. As a final word, we stress that the use of discrete skeleton graphs in general neither implies that spacetime is fundamentally discrete (e.g., the path integral for a point particle on continuum spacetime is standardly evaluated using discretized paths), nor imposes a regularization (e.g., Feynman loop diagrams diverge without extra regularization even though the diagrams are discrete graphs). We shall see below that path integrating the continuous spacetime distances over different causal structures provides a regularization.
HARDY SUM
The theory is UV finite because the gravitational path integral (8) sums across different causal structures with different signs of σ. For an arbitrary function f (σ), 
We call f % (s) := f (σ = −s 2 /2) + f (σ = s 2 /2) the Hardy sum of f (σ), and sf % (s) the Hardy sum integrand [27] . There are two channels for potential divergence cancellation, from the sum over causal structures in the Hardy sum, and from the extra factor of s in the integrand. The identity (13) can be applied to the path integral sum over σ in (8) . Let A = s 2 /2, B = 6αs∆ −1 ln ∆. For H,
For D, what we care about is the UV regime where mass is negligible. Denote the massless version of D by D. By ∞ 0 dl l 2 exp i X+i l = i/(X +i ) (easily verified by changing variable from l to 1/l),
We will use these expressions to analyze the UV structure of the theory. Before this, we note incidentally that the Hardy sum enables efficient computations of the WQG amplitude (2) for vacuum gravity and for gravity with massless matter. This is because the Monte Carlo method applies without the "sign problem" when H % ≥ 0, and when D % ≥, ≤ 0 for ρ ≥, < 0, respectively [28] . This remarkable opportunity to compute Lorentzian quantum gravitational path integrals with many degrees of freedom efficiently without performing a "Wick rotation" will be explored elsewhere.
ULTRAVIOLET FINITENESS
To investigate the UV regime, we study the s → 0 limit. We will see that in contrast to ordinary QFT, this short distance limit is finite when quantum gravitational effects are taken into account.
On a pure gravity edge, we have
These are derived by applying L'Hopital's rule to (3), (16) , and sH % for the case ρ < ∞ under the assumption that s on adjacent edges are finite (reasonable in the UV regime) so that α < ∞. For ρ → ∞, due to the caustic constraint s ρ 3 < π we need to fix x = s ρ 3 for some 0 < x < π in taking the ρ → ∞ and s → 0 limits. Then ∆ = sinc −3 (x) > 1 as well as B are finite constants, and 
Unlike graviton propagators, pure gravity edges create no UV divergences in this non-perturbative approach.
On a matter-gravity edge,
= lim s→0 (∆ −3ξ ln ∆)
=⇒ lim
The finite value in (29) is derived assuming α, ρ < ∞.
Here prime denotes derivative with respect to s. One can check that the s → 0 limits of the numerators and denominators on both sides of (27) are 0, so we applied L'Hopital's rule twice to obtain the result 2ρ/3. When α < 0, ρ → ∞, we again we fix x = s ρ 3 for some 0 < x < π due to the caustic constraint. Then ∆ = sinc −3 (x) > 1 is a finite constant, and (26) yields lim s→0 sD % = [24π 2 α sinc 6−9ξ (x) ln sinc −3 (x) ] −1 , which is finite. Therefore we have UV finiteness for all cases.
Some remarks regarding the matter-gravity edges: 1) Quantum gravitational effects come in at two places -the additional α-dependent term coming from the Einstein-Hilbert action, and the summation g coming from the gravitational path integral. Both are needed for the UV finiteness. Without the extra s factor from the σ, lim s→0 D = ±i∞ for σ = ∓s 2 /2, as seen from (18). Without the α-dependent term D multiplied by s still has a pole, as seen from (26) . 2) Performing the hardy sum over causal structures is also necessary for the UV finiteness. As s approaches 0, sD without the Hardy sum diverges, as seen from (18). 3) The α-dependent modification term −iB/2 satisfies lim s→0 B/s = 0, lim s→0 (B/s) = 0, and |lim s→0 (B/s) | < ∞. Some other form of modification obeying the same conditions will also allow the steps (27) to (28) carry through to reach a finite limit.
SINGULARITY RESOLUTION
A quantum gravitational path integral sums over spacetime configurations, including singular ones. What does it mean to resolve singularity in this setting? We will show that singular configurations have zero amplitudes so do not contribute to the WQG path integral. In this sense singularities are resolved.
When s → 0 on a gravity edge, its Hardy sum integrand approaches zero by (24) and (25) . This implies that the amplitude for the whole spacetime configuration approaches zero as long as there is at least one gravity edge on which s → 0. Singular spacetimes fulfil this condition. With ρ =σ 2 − ω 2 + R ab u a u b as in (9) , divergent curvature corresponds to ρ → ∞ on some edge(s). The caustic constraint (8) implies s → 0. Alternatively, the geodesic incompleteness criterion for singularities (used e.g, in Penrose-Hawking singularity theorems [11, 12] ) says geodesics cannot extend beyond a certain distance in some regions on a singular spacetime configuration. In the present setting this translates to bounds on s on the edges. Due to lim sk. in (2) , the physical amplitude is approached by increasing the number of edges indefinitely, so s → 0 on some edge(s). In particular, there will be some gravity edge(s) on which s → 0 as we introduce gravity edges in the limiting procedure.
To obtain a vanishing amplitude, it is not necessary to perform the Hardy sum since both lim s→0 sH % and lim s→0 sH (for σ ≥ 0 or σ ≤ 0) are zero. Nevertheless we regard the singularity resolution as a consequence of indefinite causal structure, because the crucial factor s comes from (see the step from (11) to (12)) the σ-integral, which achieves the sum over causal structures.
Incidentally, generating matter worldline loops (selfcrossing worldlines) also requires some gravity edge(s) to have s = 0. Hence not only singularity configurations, but also configurations with such matter loops are suppressed.
GENERALITY
We have demonstrated using the World Quantum Gravity approach that summing over causal structures eliminates UV divergences and resolves spacetime singularities. How general is this mechanism of UV regularization by indefinite causal structure?
As mentioned in the introduction, indefinite causal structure is generically present in path integral formulations of quantum gravity. What we need is a model-independent way to study its effect on UV physics. For this we turn to information-theoretic formulations of quantum theory and consider model-independent statistical correlations. In the above analysis of UV finiteness and singularity resolution, the crucial input is that the amplitudes drop to zero as the invariant distance s approaches zero. Using the framework of process matrices [29] that incorporates quantum causal structures, it was found in [30, 31] that indefinite causal structure reduces correlations generically. In particular, for the largest causal structure fluctuations with comparable weights assigned to different causal structures, the quantum correlations measured by coherent information are reduced to zero.
In quantum gravity the regime of large causal structure fluctuations is the regime of large quantum gravitational fluctuations at short distance scales. If we infer that the amplitudes vanish as the quantum correlations vanish, then the model-independent result hints that indefinite causal structure leads to UV regularity generically. It will be very interesting to check explicitly if the suggestion is realized in different approaches to quantum gravity. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT I am very grateful to Lucien Hardy and Achim Kempf for discussion, guidance and support.
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